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TIMEZERO Professional (with optional PBG and WASSP module) can be directly 

connected to the WASSP Generation 3 (S3x / F3x) processor box (DRX): 

A dedicated WASSP computer is no longer required to perform the processing of 

the WASSP data (with WASSP Generation 1 or WASSP Generation 2, the customer 

had to install two computers: one running the WASSP software to process the data 

and another computer to run TIMEZERO). This means that the customer can 

connect just one computer (running TIMEZERO) directly to the WASSP DRX and 

access all feature and user configuration of WASSP. Note that, if the customer 

wants, it is possible to run two computers (one for WASSP CDX and another one 

for TIMEZERO) at the same time connected to one DRX.  

 

 

  

Note: Some initial setup such as “Patch Test” and “Backscatter calibration” will need to be done 

using dedicated WASSP tools (included for free with any WASSP unit when installing CDX) and 

cannot be performed directly from TIMEZERO. 
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The integration in between WASSP Generation 3 and TIMEZERO Professional v3.2 

is very advanced thanks to our partnership with ENL. Not only TIMEZERO can 

receive high resolution PBG data, but it is now possible to view the WASSP Echo 

and control it directly from TIMEZERO: 
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For users that use a WASSP Multi-beam sounder (any generation) and a regular 

“mono-beam” sounder, it is now possible to switch source in TIMEZERO using the 

“Multibeam” NavData: 

 

This can be useful in deep water area where the WASSP might not be able to 

detect bottom. In that case, it is possible to fall back to the traditional mono-

beam sounder (one depth point) by clicking on “Single”. Note that in areas where 

monobeam and multibeam are available, the multibeam PBG data (WASSP) will 

take over. 

Backscatter data can now be rendered on screen using discrete color palette 

using the Fishing WorkSpace. Simply enable the “Backscatter” display from the 

“Chart” button in the ribbon or by right clicking on the Depth Shading button 

(lower right). Then, you can select “Auto”, “Manual” or “Discrete” just like for the 

Depth Shading. Any color can be used: 
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Note that it is also possible to combine backscatter shading with depth contour 

line in color (using the depth shading color palette): 
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- The Connection Wizard has been improved. It is now possible to give a Nickname 

to a specific input port and delete previously configured port (without having to 

clear the entire configuration): 

 

- It is possible to choose a MOB behavior when the MOB button (toolbar) or MOB 

shortcut is triggered. User can either select a “Event Only” mode (that simply drops 

a mark and zoom in) or a “Alarm & Activate Route” (that will in addition, create 

an active route and trigger an Alarm). 

- It is possible to create a new layer directly from the “Transform” window: 

 

- When importing multiple files (multiple PTF files for example), TIMEZERO will now 

by default create a new separate layer for each imported file. Note that, if you 

prefer, you can change the default settings and import all the data from multiples 

file in a single layer. 
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- It is now possible to import native P-Sea Windplot files (no need to export the user 

data in a specific TXT format out of P-Sea Windplot). TIMEZERO is now able to 

import Marks and Tracks saved in Text format: Marks, Tracks, Routes and 

Boundaries saved in native Windplot format or backup file. 

- It is now possible to create a SAR Route (Search and Rescue Pattern) manually 

(by entering values) from the “Layer” button in the Ribbon (select “Create SAR 

Route by Lat/Lon”): 

 

- Divider lines can now be attached to targets (AIS or ARPA) and give up to date 

bearing and distance measurement as the target position gets updated. 

- Improvements to the log and report tool. In addition to computer information 

and error log, it is now possible to also include the User Data and a full NMEA log 

(last hour of NMEA data): 
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